Town of Navassa
Water Shortage Response Plan

(A) **Purpose:**

The purpose of this ordinance is to provide for the declaration of official phases of water supply shortage situation and the implementation of voluntary and mandatory water conservation measures throughout the Municipality in the event a shortage is declared.

(B) **Definitions:**

"Allotment," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean the maximum quantity of water allowed for each customer over any applicable period as established in the water rationing provisions of the ordinance.

"Any Water," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean any type of water, including fresh water, brackish water, wastewater, or reclaimed waters.

"Brackish Water," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean water containing more than 1000 parts per million of dissolved salts.

"Customer," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean any person using water for any purpose from the Municipality's water distribution system and for which either a regular charge is made or in this case of bulk sales, a cash charge is made at the site of delivery.

"Emergency," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean that water supplies are below the level necessary to meet normal needs and that serious shortages exist in the area.

"Excess Use," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean the usage of water by a water customer in excess of the water allotment provided under the water rationing provisions of this ordinance for that customer, over any applicable period.

"Fresh Water," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean water withdrawn from surface or groundwater which has not been previously used, other brackish water.

"Mandatory Conservation," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean that raw water (i.e., stream flow, reservoir levels or groundwater levels) are consistently below seasonal averages, and if they continue to decline, may not be adequate to meet normal needs.
"Nonresidential Customer," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean commercial, industrial, institutional, public and all other such users, with the exception of hospitals and health care facilities.

"Rationing," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean procedures established to provide for the equitable distribution of critically-limited water supplies, in order to balance demand and limited available supplies, and to assure that sufficient water is available to preserve public health and safety.

"Reclaimed Water," as the term used in this ordinance shall mean wastewater which has been treated to allow reuse.

"Residential Customer," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean any customer who receives water services for a single or multi-family dwelling unit. The term residential customer does not include educational or other institutions, hotels, motels or similar commercial establishments.

"Service Interruption," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean the temporary suspension of water supply or reduction of pressure below that required for adequate supply, to any customer, portion of a water supply or entire system.

"Voluntary Conservation," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean that conditions exist which indicate the potential for serious water supply shortages.

"Waste of Water," as the term is used in this ordinance, includes, but is not limited to (1) permitting water to escape down gutter, ditch, or other surface drain, or (2) failure to repair a controllable leak of water due to defective plumbing.

"Wastewater," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean water which has been previously used for industrial, municipal, domestic or other purpose and has not been returned to the surface or groundwater source.

"Water," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall mean water available to the Municipality of Navassa for treatment by virtue of its water rights or withdrawal permit or any treated water introduced by the Municipality into its water distribution system, including water offered for sale.

"Water Use Classes," as the term is used in this ordinance, shall be established as follows:

Class 1: Essential Water Uses

• Domestic Use: Water necessary to sustain human life and the lives of domestic pets and to maintain minimum standards of hygiene and sanitation.
• Health Care Facilities: Patient care and rehabilitation, including swimming pools used for patient care and rehabilitation.

• Public Use: Fire Hydrants
  (a) Firefighting.
  (b) Certain testing and drills by the fire department if performed in the interest of public safety and if approved by the municipal governing body.
  (c) Flushing of Sewers and Hydrants: As needed to ensure public health and safety and if approved by the municipal governing body.

Class 2: Socially or Economically Important Uses of Water

• All Domestic Uses Other Than Those Included in Classes 1 and 3:
• Home water use including kitchen, bathroom and laundry use.
• Minimal watering of vegetable gardens.
• Watering of trees where necessary to preserve them.

Commercial, Agricultural, Industrial and Institutional Uses:

• Outdoor commercial watering (public or private) using conservation measures and to the extent that sources of water other than fresh water are not available or to use.
• Irrigation for commercial vegetable gardens and fruit orchards or the maintenance of livestock.
• Watering by commercial nurseries at minimum level necessary to maintain stock.
• Water use by arboretaums and public gardens of national, State, or regional significance where necessary to preserve specimens.
• Use of fresh water at a minimum rate necessary to implement vegetation following earth moving, where such re-vegetation is required by law or regulation.
• Filling and Operation of Swimming Pools:
  - Residential pools which serve more than 25 dwelling units
  - Pools used by health care facilities for patient care and rehabilitation
  - Municipal pools
• Commercial care and truck washes
• Commercial Laundermat
• Restaurants, Clubs and Eating Places
• Air conditioning:
  - Refilling for startup at the beginning of cooling season.
  - Make-up of water during the cooling season.
  - Refilling specifically approved by health officials and the municipal governing body, where the system has been drained for health protection or repair purposes.
Class 3: Nonessential Use of Water
- Ornamental Purposes:
- Fountains, reflecting pools and artificial waterfalls.
- Outdoor Noncommercial Watering (public or private).
- Gardens, lawns, golf courses (except greens), playing fields and other recreational areas.
- Filling and operation of recreational swimming pools which serve fewer than 25 dwellings.
- Noncommercial washing of motor vehicles.
- Serving water in restaurants, clubs or eating places except by specific request.
- Air conditioning: refilling cooling towers after draining except as specified in Class 1.

- Public Use:
- Fire Hydrants: any purpose, including use of sprinkler caps and testing fire apparatus and for fire department drills, except as listed in Class 1
- Flushing of Sewers and Hydrants except as listed in Class 1

(C) Declaration of Mandatory Conservation:

Declaration of Voluntary Conservation: Whenever the governing body of the Municipality finds that a potential shortage of water supply is indicated, it shall be empowered to declare by adoption of an ordinance that Voluntary Conservation conditions exist, and that the water manager or superintendent shall, on a daily basis, monitor the supply and demand upon that supply. In addition, the mayor (or his/her agent) is authorized to call upon all water customers to employ voluntary water conservation measures to limit water use (especially Class 3 uses) and eliminate the waste of water. This resolution shall be published in a newspaper of general circulation in the area which qualifies under GS 1-597, and may be publicized through the general news media or any other appropriate method for making such resolutions public.

Whenever the governing body of the Municipality finds raw water supplies (i.e., streamflow, reservoir levels or groundwater levels) to be consistently below seasonal averages, and if they continue to decline and may not be adequate to meet normal needs, it shall be empowered to declare by adoption of an ordinance that Mandatory Conservation conditions exist. The Municipality shall continue to encourage voluntary water conservation measures defined under the Voluntary Conservation declaration, and further shall impose a ban on all Class 3 water uses for the duration of the shortage until it is declared ended by ordinance of the governing board. Publication of these ordinances shall follow the provision declaration in Section C of this ordinance.
(D) Declaration of a Water Shortage Emergency:

Whenever the governing body of the Municipality finds that raw water supplies are below the level necessary to meet normal needs and that serious shortages exist, it shall be empowered to declare by adoption of an ordinance that a Water Shortage Emergency exists. Class 1, Essential Uses shall be identified, in specific, as targets for voluntary conservation initiatives. Also, all Class 2 Socially or Economically Important uses shall be banned in addition to the Class 3 nonessential Uses. These restrictions shall continue until the emergency is declared ended by ordinance of the governing body. Publication of these ordinances shall follow the provisions in Section C of this ordinance.

(E) Declaration of Rationing:

Whenever the governing body of the Municipality has declared a Water Shortage Emergency and finds a need to provide for the equitable distribution of critically-limited water supplies, in order to balance demand and limited available supplies and to assure that sufficient water is available to preserve public health and safety, it shall be empowered to provide for mandatory rationing by adoption of an ordinance.

(1) Objectives of Rationing: An ordinance that provides for mandatory rationing shall state findings that:

(a) It is imperative that water customers achieve an immediate further reduction in water use in order to extend existing water supplies and at the same time, assure that sufficient water is available to preserve the public health and sanitation and to provide fire protection service.

(b) The immediate further reduction in water usage is another step along a continuum of responses to the present water supply shortage. Should shortage continue, further reductions in usage may be required. It must be emphasized that the additional usage reduction in the rationed area is a valid and attainable goal reflective of the conditions which currently exist.

(c) The plan provides for equitable reductions in water usage and for equal sacrifice on the part of each water customer. The success of this ordinance depends on the cooperation of all water customers in the emergency area.

(2) Water Use Rationing for Residential Users.

(a) Metered Residential Water Customers and Allotments:

(b) The number of permanent residents in each dwelling unit (household) will determine the amount of water that each household will be allowed.

(c) Each dwelling unit (household) shall be allotted 40 gallons per day for each resident of the household. Households with only one permanent resident will have a daily allotment of 55 gallons.

(d) Residential water customers are required to provide municipality and utility personnel with reasonable access to read meters as necessary to this rationing
declaration. Where access is not readily available, all reasonable efforts to contact customers in order to arrange for access to read meters shall be made. In the event a water customer does not allow entry to read the meter after reasonable efforts to arrange for such access, the dwelling unit (household) allotment will be reduced to 55 gallons per day.

(e) If it is found that residential water allotment provided under this section would create an extraordinary hardship for individual customers, as in the case of special health-related requirements, a revised allotment for the particular customer may be established.

Any person aggrieved by a decision relating to such an exemption or variance may file a complaint with the Town Administrator in accordance with the Municipality's normal administrative procedures.

(3) Nonmetered Residential Water Customer and Allotments:

(a) In order to effectively implement and monitor the residential water conservation effort, a water allotment shall be established for the entire water system based on 40 gallons per day per capita served or 50 percent of the water used by the entire system during the prior year, as notified individually by the municipality.

(b) The municipality and utility will establish a communication system with the customer through public media to inform them of the requirements of the water rationing provisions of this ordinance, possible conservation measures that customers may employ, the system allotment and a regularly schedule report of whether the usage was within the allotment.

(c) Metered and Nonmetered Residential Customers of the Same Water Supply System. Where a water supply system serves both metered and nonmetered residential customers, the allotments and procedures provided under both subsections (a) and (b) shall be applied, as appropriate.


(a) Nonresidential customers include commercial, industrial, institutional, public and all other such users with exception of hospitals and health care facilities. Nonresidential water customers shall further reduce their water usage to 40 gallons per person per day or to 50 percent of use levels during July 1998.

(b) It is the primary responsibility of each nonresidential water customer to meet its mandated water use reduction goal in whatever manner possible, including limitation of operating hours or days if necessary.

(c) Each nonresidential water user shall provide access to Municipal personnel for purposes of meter reading and monitoring of compliance with this ordinance. All reasonable efforts will be made to contact customers to arrange for access.

(d) If the mandated further reduction in water usage can not be obtained without imposing extraordinary hardship which threatens health and safety, the nonresidential customer may apply to the municipality for a variance. For these purposes "extraordinary hardship" means permanent damage to property or an economic loss which is substantially more severe than the sacrifices borne by other
water users subject to this water rationing ordinance. If the further reduction would cause an extraordinary hardship or threaten health or safety, a variance may be granted by the Town Administrator and a revised water use reduction requirement for the particular customer may be established.

(e) Any person aggrieved by a decision relating to such a variance may file a complaint with the Town Administrator in accordance with established procedures.

(5) Water Use Rationing for Hospitals and Health Care Facilities.
(a) Hospitals and health care facilities shall comply with all restriction imposed on residential and nonresidential water customers as may be applicable to each individual institution, to the extent compliance will not endanger the health of the patient or residents of the institution.
(b) Each hospital or health care facility shall survey its water usage patterns and requirements and implement such additional conservation measures as may be possible without endangering the health of its patient or residents to achieve a further reduction in the institution's water usage.

(6) Enforcement of Water Rationing.
(a) The Municipality or its water utility will have primary responsibility for monitoring of compliance with water rationing ordinance.
(b) The following provisions shall govern the implementation of temporary service interruptions:
   (i) In order to effectuate compliance with this ordinance, the Municipality is hereby authorized and required to plan and implement temporary service interruptions to all or part of its water supply system, as may be deemed appropriate, when any and/or all of the following conditions are determined to exist:
      (ii) The mandated reduction in system-wide usage has not been achieved, and/or
      (iii) The mandated reduction in system-wide water usage has been achieved, but has failed to have a significant impact in extending limited water supplies, and/or
      (iv) Temporary service interruptions are necessary in order to further extend limited and/or dwindling water supplies.
(c) In the event it is determined that temporary service interruptions are necessary, the Municipality shall notify its customers through the public media (newspapers, radio, and television), at least one day prior to the temporary service interruptions, that a planned, temporary service interruption is to be imposed.

Such notice shall:
   (i) State the day or days when the planned, temporary service interruption will occur;
   (ii) State the time(s) when such planned, temporary services interruptions will commence, and the time(s) such interruption will cease;
(iii) State whether the planned, temporary service interruptions are to be imposed on the entire system, or part thereof, and if only part(s) of the system will experience planned, temporary service interruptions, identify geographic boundaries within which such interruptions will occur; and

(iv) Advise all customers within the areas affected by planned, temporary service interruptions how to treat any water received from the system, for human consumption, during the periods(s) of such interruptions and for such additional time as may be necessary until full pressure is restored to the system.

(d) If a planned, temporary service interruption is imposed as authorized and required by this ordinance, the municipality must provide for the continue delivery of water to health care facilities within the area(s) affected by such interruptions, by means of any adequate, alternative delivery measurers that may be necessary.

(e) If a planned, temporary service interruption is implemented, the municipality must make provision, by means possible, for the continued delivery of such water as may be necessary for the proper operation of sewage collection, treatment and disposal systems and facilities.

(f) Any residential or nonresidential water customer who exceeds the allotments established pursuant to this water rationing will be subject to the following excess-use penalties.

1. "Excess-use civil penalties" will be collected based on the amount by which a customer's use exceeds the water allotments established pursuant to the local water rationing declaration, computed in accordance with the following schedule:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excess Usage Per Month</th>
<th>Civil Penalty for Excess:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First 2,000 gallons or a portion thereof</td>
<td>$7.00 per 1,000 gallons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each 1,000 gallons or a portion thereof</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Any monies collected through excess-use civil penalties shall not be accounted for as income, but shall be placed in a reserve account that is dedicated addressing water shortage problems and water conservation initiatives. In addition to the excess use, civil penalty, noncompliance with the water rationing provisions of this ordinance will result in the following:

1. For the first excess use, a warning of possible discontinuation shall be issued to the customer.
2. For the second or subsequent excess use, service to the customer may be interrupted or shut off for a period not to exceed 48 hours, or if the customer provides access, a flow restrictor may be installed in the customer's service line for the duration of the emergency. Those costs incurred to interrupt or shut off and reinstate service or to install and remove a flow restrictor, shall be assessed to the water customer. Before service to an individual may be terminated under this
provision, actual notice of the intent to discontinue shall be given, which shall include notice that the customer may appear at a designated time and place (within 24 hours) for an informal hearing to show why service should not be discontinued. Meter reading schedules are authorized to be altered to assure adequate monitoring of compliance with this ordinance. Any customer or other person aggrieved by a decision or action imposing an excess-use civil penalty or other remedy for noncompliance with the requirements of this ordinance may proceed in accordance with the following provisions:

(a) The Municipality shall adopt procedures which provide an opportunity for the customers or aggrieved party to rebut the finding of a violation, or provide evidence of circumstances beyond the customer's control which resulted in the violation. A record of evidence regarding disputed violation shall be kept, and a written notice of the Municipality's final decision and action in such case shall be provided to the customer or aggrieved party.

(F) **Shortage Water Rates**

Upon the declaration of a water supply shortage as provided in Sections C, the governing body of the Municipality shall have the power to adopt shortage water rates by ordinance designed to conserve water supplies. Such rates may provide for, but not be limited to:

(a) higher charges per unit for increasing usage (increasing block rates).
(b) uniform charges for water usage per unit of use (uniform unit rate).
(c) extra charges for use in excess of specified level (excess demand surcharge).
(d) discounts for conserving water beyond specific levels.

(G) **Regulations**

During the effective period of any water supply shortage as provided for in Sections C, the governing body is empowered to promulgate by ordinance such provisions and requirements as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this ordinance, any water supply shortage declaration ordinance, or water shortage rate ordinance. Such ordinances may be adopted at a special or emergency meeting of the governing body, if statutory requirements are met.

(H) **Penalties**

Any person who violates the provisions of this ordinance, who fails to carry out the duties and responsibilities imposed by this ordinance, or who impedes or interferes with any action undertaken or ordered pursuant to this ordinance shall be subject to the following penalties.

(a) If the mayor, town administrator, water superintendent or other municipal official charged with implementation and enforcement's of this ordinance of a water supply shortage resolution learns of any violation of any water use restriction imposed pursuant to this ordinance, a written notice of the violation shall be affixed to the property where the violation occurred and mailed to the customer of record and to any other person known to the Municipality who is responsible...
for the violation or its correction. Said notice shall describe the violation and order that it be corrected, cured or abated immediately of within such specified time as the Municipality determines is reasonable under the circumstances. If the order is not complied with, the Municipality may terminate water service to the customer subject to the following procedures.

1. The Municipality shall give the customer notice by mail that, due to the violation, water services will be discontinued within a specific time and that the customer will have the opportunity to appeal the termination by requesting a hearing scheduled before the Municipality governing body or a Municipal official designated as a hearing officer by the governing body;

2. If such a hearing is requested by the customer charges with the violation, he or she shall be given a full opportunity to be heard before termination is ordered; and

3. The governing body or hearing officer shall make findings of fact and order whether service should continue or be terminated.
   (a) A fee of $50.00 shall be paid for the reconnection of any water services terminated pursuant to sub-section (a). In the event of subsequent violation the reconnection fee shall be $200.00 for the second violation and $300.00 for each additional violation.
   (b) Any customer may also be charged with violation of this ordinance and prosecute in District Court. Any person so charged and found guilty of violating the provisions of this ordinance shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Each day's violation shall constitute a separate offense. The penalty for violation shall be maximum fine of $50.00 or imprisonment for not more than 30 days.

(I) Civil Penalties

In addition to or in lieu of criminal prosecution, violation of this ordinance may subject the offender to civil penalties in the amounts provided, or otherwise in an amount of $50.00 per day, collectible in a civil action in the nature of debt.

(J) Severability

If any provision of this ordinance is declared unconstitutional, or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the constitutionality of the remainder of the ordinance and its applicability to other person and circumstances shall not be affected thereby.

(K) Effective Date
The ordinance shall take effect immediately upon adoption or passage by the Municipality's governing body.
(L) **Effective Period**
This ordinance will remain in effect until terminated by action of the Town Council.